The Lal;uerre transform developed by Keih;on, Nunn and Sumita (1979 ,1981 , 1981 provides an algorithmic basis for mechanizing various continuum operations such as multiple convolutions, integration, differentiation, and multiplication by polynomials and exponential functions. In this paper, we develop a numerical procedure for finding the Laguerre coefficients of a product of functions in terms of the Laguerre coefficients of individual functions. The procedure enables one to evaluate multiple convolutions and other continuum operations described above even when product form functions are involved, thereby further enhancing the power of the Laguerre transform.
Introduction
In certain reliability models, one often encounters lifetime distributions in the form of a product of functions. Consider, for example, a system consisting of two independent components with lifetimes X and Y. If thE' system fails when either one of the two components fails, the system lifetime T is given by T = min{X, Y} so that P[I' > xl = P[X > xlP[Y > xl. Upon system failure, a repair action is taken place, requiring the random duration R. The system is renewed when the repair is completed. Clearly the model can be formulated as an alternating renewal process. In order to study the time dependent availability of the system and the associated renewal function, one has to calculate multiple convolutions of the probability densities associated with T and R.
The Laguerre transform [3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11] has been introduced as an algorithmic basis for computer evaluation of various continuum operations such as multiple convolutions, differentiation, integration and multiplication by polynomials. Ample and useful operational properties are developed, which enable one to evaluate numerically many distribution results of interest in applied probability and statistics. The operational properties developed so far, however, heavily depend on the propertie3 of Laplace transforms (see, §1.3 of [l:m.
In contrast, no operational properties of Laplace transforms exist for product of functions. Consequently, the approach taken in the literature is not available here.
In this paper we develop a numerical procedure for finding the Laguerre coefficients of a product of functions in terms of the Laguerre coefficients of individual functions. The procedure enables one to study the time dependent performance of stochastic models with product form lifetime distributions, thereby further enhancing the power of the Laguerre transform. A key tool for this purpose is the transition probability matrix governing the linear growth birth-death process of Karlin and McGregor [1, 2] . For numerical applications demonstrating applicability and accuracy of the procedure, see Kijima [6] . 
The Laguerre Transform of Product of Functions
For any f E L 2 (0, 00), one has the Fourier-Laguerre expansion In what follows, we restrict ourselves to this class to avoid inessential situations in practice.
The reader is referred to [3, 4, 5, 8] for further detailed discussions.
For f(x) defined on (-00,00), let f+(
Hence it will be sufficient to develop the operational property for f, 9 in Cr(O, 00). For r(x) = f(x)g(x), it can be readily seen that 00 00
From (2.2) through (2.4), the following proposition is then immediate. 
Noting that 1ftM+1(aj(M)) = fM+1(aj(M)) = O. it follows from (2.1) and the fact (V(M)-aj(M)I)Yj(M) == 0 that

Yj(M) = [fo(aj(M)), £1(aj(M)),' ., £M(aj(M)
WM PM(O) = L e-Cti(M)O Jj(M), (2.12) j=O or componentwise M PM;mn(O) = L e-Ct](M)Olm(aAM))ln(aAM))r/j(M), 0 ~ rn, n ~ M.
PM;mn(O) = L e-Ct](M)O L m (aj(M»L n (aj(M»e-Ct ](M)1Jj(M).
(2.14) j==O To convert the right hand side of (2.14) to a Stieltjes integral, we introduce a nondecreasing step function PM(X) by One then sees from (2.14) and (2.15) that would exist two subsequences with distinct limit functions. But, this is impossible from the arguments following (2.17). Therefore, (2.18)
We are now in a position to develop a numerical procedure for calculating rk, k ?:: ° of Proposition 1. We define
Then the following theorems can be established.
Theorem 2 (a)
For any 1n, n 2 0, limM_oo amn(k; M) ==: amn(k).
where A(O; M) = PM(I/2) and A(1; M) = (1 -V(M))A(O; M).
Proof.
It should be noted from (2.11) that Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 1 and Theorem 2(a) and the assumptions j,gECr(O,oo). 0 Theorems 2 and 3 provide an efficient approximate numerical procedure for calculating r!, k 2 0, provided that the initial matrix A(O; M) = P M (I/2) is found. Let P M (l/2) be the (M + 1) x (M + 1) principal submatrix of P(I/2). Although P M (I/2) closely approximates P M (1/2) when M is large, we can develop an algorithm to obtain the exact matrix P M (I/2) directly. 
